Reasoning Examples								Michael Pruess

Huck- "so I made up my mind I wouldn’t try for it" p.2
	Inductive- Huck, judging by two particulars (that Tom is going to the bad place and that Watson wants to go to the good place), reasons that the bad place is the place for him.

Tom- "it’s the right way ... and there ain’t no other way, that ever I heard of," p. 184
	Fault inductive- Tom is looking at a pool of instances that are only instances within his experience. Setting the fact that they’re derived from fiction aside, his reasoning is faulty- examining this fact his reasoning is laughable.

Jim- "why doan’ he talk like a man?" p. 60
	Faulty deductive- every creature "talks" in the way in which those creatures talk. Were it not for being ignorant towards the fact that humans developed multiple languages, his reasoning wouldn’t be faulty. It does make sense in a way.

Pap- "I says I’ll never vote again." p. 20
	Faulty- at least in so far as I can’t agree with it- inductive- Pap is looking at one aspect of the government (that it allows blacks to vote) and declaring that it is not a government worth voting in, just for that.

Widow Douglas- I couldn’t find anything she says

Judith Loftus- "Why, I spotted you for a boy when you washreading that needle;" p. 46
	Inductive- Judith is working from the individual cases of every girl she’s ever known and arriving at the generalization of how girls thread needles.

King&Duke- "Seein’ how I’m dressed ... Cincinnati," p.119
	Faulty – the king  (without substantial proof) that all people from Cincinnati or St. Louis dress a certain way, or that people not from there don’t dress that way at all- whichever of these assumptions he is making, it is not reasonable.

Colonel Sherburn- "If any real … fetch a man along." p.111
	Deductive – he’s saying how things will be based on his life’s observations. He knows how "real lynchings" occur and thus he knows how (and if) a "real lynching" will take place in his town.

